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Summary 

The pressurized metered dose inhaler (pMDI) is a versatile inhalation device that is well-accepted but used incorrectly 
by many patients. In order to support the development of pMDI therapies and add-on devices, there is an increasing 
awareness of the regulatory need to simulate the clinical use of inhalers in analytical methodologies, rather than rely 
on quality control laboratory tools. The aims of this study were two-fold: (1) to develop an experimental approach to 
simulate the ‘open-mouth’ inhalation technique recommended by many clinicians; and (2) to assess the impact of the 
open-mouth technique on aerosolization performance for a suspension pMDI of fluticasone propionate (FP, Flixotide 
250 µg Evohaler). Employing the open-mouth set-up revealed a significant reduction in recovered dose (from 1177.1 
± 18.5 to 363.9 ± 77.3 µg FP) due to losses to the open environment. Although the open-mouth technique was 
associated with an excellent reduction in potential throat deposition, there was also a decrease in the fine particle 
dose from 92.1 ± 1.4 µg to 65.2 ± 22.2 µg (with good alignment of the inhaler with the vertical axis of the induction 
port) and 28.3 ± 10.1 µg (with a subtle misalignment of the inhaler with the induction port ). The open-mouth technique 
also resulted in high variability in the performance metrics, which raises concerns over the ability of patients to employ 
the technique correctly without compromising drug delivery performance. This work has identified the key 
experimental parameters required to examine the impact of the open-mouth inhalation practised by many patients and 
provides a benchmark for appropriate in vitro equivalence testing of inhalation devices. 

Introduction 

The driving force for development of inhaled therapies is to maximize the local pharmacological effect through 
consistent and targeted drug deposition in the lung, with a concomitant reduction in non-lung and systemic drug 
exposure. Although attractive to patients, many fail to gain full benefit from the use of pressurized metered dose 
inhalers (pMDIs) [1]. pMDIs are difficult for patients to use and as much as 72% of patients are unable to perform all 
steps of inhaler use and inhalation correctly unless they receive training [2]. The extent of lung deposition from pMDIs 
also exhibits high inter-patient variability, accounted for by differences in oropharyngeal deposition [3]. Oropharyngeal 
deposition contributes to patients rejecting or altering their pMDI therapy, owing to the high occurrence of local side-
effects including dysphonia and throat irritation [4]. Patient-use errors including co-ordination of actuation and 
inhalation is only one component of the problem. The true cause of throat deposition is the ballistic nature of pMDI 
aerosols, which leads to a throat deposition fraction of 30 – 60 % even in patients with ‘good’ pMDI technique [5]. 
Valved-holding chambers are prescribed to help improve the specificity of lung deposition and avoid throat deposition, 
but in real-life, many patients simply ignore them due to their inconvenience [6]. 

The open-mouth technique, where the pMDI is held at a distance from the patient’s mouth prior to actuation, emerged 
in the 1970s and continued to be recommended through the 1980s [7], however it is unknown how many patients 
practise this technique today. The technique is recommended to reduce throat deposition and evidence points to the 
lung dose being unaltered when using the technique, although the total inspired dose appears to be decreased when 
using the open mouth technique [8]. The technique is unsuitable for use with breath-actuated pMDIs and it is 
appropriate to be concerned about recommending conflicting techniques across multiple devices to patients. There is 
increasing awareness of the need to introduce more clinically-relevant testing regimes into product development [9]. 
Our ongoing work focuses on developing standardized methodologies to test products for human factor barriers to 
effective use as well as developing engineering design solutions to circumvent those barriers. The aim of the current 
study was to develop a standardized testing regime which accounts for inconsistencies in device handling, to study 
the effects of the open-mouth technique on in vitro drug delivery. 

Method 

Aerosolization studies were performed for Flixotide Evohaler (containing 250 µg fluticasone propionate, FP). Drug 
delivery was assessed for FP at 30 L min
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 using an NGI with a model HCP5 vacuum pump (both from Copley 

Scientific Ltd., Nottingham, UK). Following assembly of the NGI the flow was adjusted to the required flow rate using a 
flow meter (Copley Scientific Ltd., UK) and a total of 5 actuations were fired into the NGI induction port, with a 5 s 
pause and 5 s of shaking between actuations. Following actuations, the device, induction port and stages of the NGI 



were washed with a washing solution, which corresponded to the mobile phase employed for chromatographic 
determination of drug deposition. 

Standard Pharmcopoeial testing was employed with a tightly-sealed silicone adaptor between the induction port and 
the inhaler. When simulating the open-mouth technique, a specialized silicone adaptor was employed (Figure 1A), 
and the inhaler device was clamped into position at a distance of 4 cm from the NGI inlet, with a moulded support 
stage to minimize device motion. The elliptical mouthpiece opening measured 32 mm in the vertical and 28 mm in the 
horizontal axes, at the mouth corners. The upper- and lower-lip depths to the NGI induction port were 25 mm and 
19 mm, respectively. When simulating the misalignment, the moulded support stage was manipulated to an angle of 
+15° from vertical alignment with the induction port. For the open-mouth technique, a stainless steel collection vessel 
was additionally placed around the induction port (Figure 1B) in an effort to maximize recovery of the emitted aerosol 
which was not captured by the NGI. 

Drug recovery was achieved by rinsing the device, spacer or induction port into a volumetric flask with mobile phase. 
A specific volume of mobile phase (5 – 10 mL depending on stage) was transferred accurately to the sizing stages. 
The sizing cups were sealed with paraffin film and placed on a laboratory gentle rocker for 10 min to aid dissolution. 
An aliquot from each solution was analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography (Agilent 1260 Infinity 
chromatography system) using a Luna 3 µm C18 column (150 mm x 4.6 mm x 3 µm) (Phenomenex, Macclesfield, UK) 
as stationary phase. The mobile phase for FP was a 25:75 (v/v) mixture of 0.6% (w/v) aqueous ammonium 
acetate:methanol. Detection was at 240 nm for FP. 

A B
 

Figure 1. The Simulated Open-mouth Adaptor Attached to the USP Induction Port (A) and the Experimental Set-up to 
Simulate Open-mouth Aerosolization Events (B) using the Next Generation Impactor 

Results and Discussion 

Conventional in vitro pharmaceutical testing of pMDIs stipulates using a tight seal between the induction port and the 
device using simulated inhalation airflow at flow rate of 30 L min

-1
 through the NGI. However, the latter compendial 

testing method, although useful for quality control purposes, fails to predict adequately the likely lung deposition 
profile when patients actually use their inhalers. There has been increasing awareness of the need to simulate real 
inhalation profiles. Most work has focused on correct simulation of the use of spacer devices including face-seal, 
inhalation profiles and dwell-time in the spacer [10]. In the current study we attempted to develop a standardized 
technique to investigate the clinical scenario of a patient attempting to actuate their pMDI when held at a distance 
from their open mouth, on an established inhalation event. 

Employing the open-mouth technique revealed a substantial decrease in the dose recovered (RD) from the impaction 
analysis, compared to the standard compendial technique (Table 1). The RD incorporates the amount of FP which 
was recovered from the device, NGI and the stainless steel collection vessel, and therefore, the reduced RD was 
presumed to be a result of loss of the aerosol to the environment when it was not effectively sampled into the 
induction port of the NGI, in the open system. The magnitude of the inhalation airflow is likely to affect the quantity of 
aerosol drawn into the impactor, and in a clinical scenario this would manifest as a different extent of drug exposure. 
Aerosol deposition within the impactor is presented in Figure 2A using the standard representation of the drug 
recovery normalized by the total recovered dose (i.e. stage deposition as a %RD). This representation appears to 
show the benefit of reduced induction port deposition using the open-mouth technique, and accompanied by no 
statistically significant differences in the fine particle fraction (FPF) as a fraction of the recovered dose (Table 1) 
(Kruskal-Wallis test, p > 0.05). However, the open-mouth condition was associated with a higher degree of variability 
(i.e. larger standard deviation) in the fine particle delivery than the sealed-mouth condition, and was actually 



associated with a decrease in the fine particle dose (Table 1). Therefore the typical expression of fine particle fraction 

normalized to total recovered dose is inappropriate as a metric to compare formulation performances, when tested 
using clinical-use simulations - it is better expressed as FPD or as the FPF normalized to the labelled dose, or the 
emitted dose, determined using pharmacopoeial quality control methods. 
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Figure 2 Deposition Profile (% Recovered Dose) (A) and Deposited Dose Profile (µg Fluticasone Propionate per Dose) (B) 
for a Flixotide 250 µg Evohaler Device. Data Represent the mean ± SD of n = 6 Replicates, Except for Sealed 
Conditions, n = 4 Replicates. Note Different Scales Apply for 2A (% Deposition) and 2B (Deposited Dose). 

An alternative representation of the particle size distribution is presented in Figure 2B, as the total dose recovered for 
a single actuation (i.e. µg FP) rather than the normalized percentage value. The deposition profile confirms the 

positive benefits of the total reduced induction port deposition, however employing the open-mouth technique clearly 
reduced the fine particle dose (FPD) and the FPD as a % of the labelled dose of FP (i.e. FPF %LC). In fact, not only 
could total patient exposure be lower using the open mouth condition, the potentially respirable dose was also 
compromised, in disagreement with the clinical pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic literature information [8]. 

There were no statistically significant differences between the FPF (%LC) and the FPD for the sealed mouthpiece and 
aligned open-mouth assessment (Table 1). Nevertheless, the high variability in the latter’s metrics (despite the 
enhanced number of analytical replicates) indicates cause for concern in recommending the open-mouth technique. 
The reduction in the recovered dose confirms that the lower FPD arose from the loss of drug to the environment when 
the pMDI is actuated away from the mouth, and was accentuated when the inhaler was (modestly) misaligned from 
the buccal axis (+ 15°). We assume that small variations in the positioning of the pMDI during actuation in the ‘aligned’ 

open-mouth configuration would lead to the variability in inhaled and respirable dose, based on aerosol plume being 
directed either towards or away from (to differing degrees) the sampling inlet. The latter evidence would support the 
advice from UK-based scientists that the open-mouth technique should not be recommended due to the potential for 
inter-patient variability and substantial losses of aerosol dose due to difficulties in achieving correct alignment [11]. 

Table 1 Aerosolization Performance Metrics for Flixotide 250 µg Evohaler Assessed by Inertial Impaction at 30 L min
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to Assess the Impact of the Open mouth Technique on Fine Particle Delivery. Data Represent Mean ± SD, n = 6; 
Except for the Sealed Mouthpiece where n = 4. 

 Sealed Mouthpiece Open-Mouth Misaligned Open-Mouth 

Recovered Dose (µg) 1177.1 ± 18.5 734.1 ± 195.0 363.9 ± 77.3 

Dose Recovery (% LC) 94.2 ± 1.5 58.7 ± 15.6 32.1 ± 7.7 

Impactor Dose (% LC) 89.2 ± 2.2 56.0 ± 15.2 30.5 ± 7.3 

FPF<5µm (% RD) 39.1 ± 0.7 43.8 ± 3.6 34.8 ± 6.3 

FPF<5µm (% LC) 36.8 ± 0.3 26.1 ± 8.9 11.3 ± 4.0 

FPD<5µm (µg) 92.1 ± 1.4 65.2 ± 22.2 28.3 ± 10.1 

MMAD ± GSD (µg) 3.49 ± 1.89 2.96 ± 1.97 2.44 ± 1.99 

Previous in vitro work has demonstrated a reduction in the respirable dose of beclometasone dipropionate but without 

the accompanying high variability [12], when simulating an open-mouth situation. The aerosols examined in the 
current study demonstrate a mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD ± GSD) of 3.49 ± 1.89 µm (Table 1) which 
is substantially larger than the reported MMAD for QVAR beclometasone dipropionate (~1.1 µm). The data in the 
current study demonstrated a significant reduction in the MMAD measured for the same FP aerosol by holding the 
device at a distance from the induction port and by changing the angle of inhaler alignment. It appears that only the 
smaller droplets of the aerosol could be sampled by the impactor due the aerosol experiencing reduced airflow when 



not actuated directly into the induction port of the NGI. Therefore, even subtle differences in the angle of inclination 
are likely to decrease not only throat deposition but also total respirable and inhaled dose, due to environmental 
losses and reduced ‘inhalation’ of larger aerosol particles into the NGI. 

Conclusions 

In the current in vitro study, a standardized laboratory set-up has been developed to simulate in a reproducible 
fashion the drug delivery performance of pressurized metered dose inhalers in a clinical scenario. An open-mouth 
simulation revealed the potential for reduced throat deposition with a suspension pMDI. However, this was associated 
with a high variability and a reduction in the total inhalable dose and the fine particle delivery. Of particular concern 
was the alteration of the aerodynamic diameter of the respirable fraction of the aerosol, and the large changes to the 
aerosol properties resulting from relatively subtle and small changes in inhaler positioning. Future work is required to 
examine the influence of co-ordination of actuation with real inhalation manoeuvres as well as the influence of 
inhalation airflow rate. However, it is clear that pharmacopoeial testing conditions do not currently address all potential 
patient-handling scenarios for pMDI use, particularly with respect to examining the benefits of auxiliary inhalation 
devices such as spacers and holding chambers. 
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